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Even in typically developing children, toilet training is
often a difficult skill to master. While the student may
have good awareness and control of his body, there are
other social factors that determine how easily toileting
skills learned. Many children acquire toileting skills to
please their parents (being a “a big boy” or “big girl”).
This social motivation is a critical factor in determining
readiness for toilet training. There are several ways that
the characteristics of a child with disabilities may
interfere with toilet training:

Toilet Training: The Student’s 
Perspective



Difficulty in understanding reciprocal relationships might inhibit motivation of being a “big
boy”.
• Difficulties in understanding language or imitating models may cause the student to
misunderstand what is expected of him in the toilet.
• Difficulties in organizing and sequencing information, as well as, attending problems, may
make it troublesome to follow all the necessary steps in toileting and staying focused on
what the task is all about.
• Difficulty in accepting changes in the routine makes toileting a difficult task. From the
student’s point of view, what is the need to change the familiar routine of wearing and
changing a diaper? After several years of going in the diaper, this routine is strongly
established.

Toilet Training: The Student’s 
Perspective



• A student with disabilities may have difficulty integrating
sensory information and
establishing the relationship between body sensations and
everyday functional activities.
He may not be able to read the body cues that tell him he needs
to use the toilet.
• Sensory issues may play a factor in the environment of
toileting. Issues with loud flushing
noises, echoes, rushing water and a chair with a big hole in the
middle right over water.
Issues of change in temperature or tactile feelings of clothes
on/off may lead to
difficulties with getting undressed.

Toilet Training: The Student’s 
Perspective



The process should begin with establishing a positive and
meaningful routine around toileting and collecting data
about the student’s readiness for schedule training or for
independent toileting.

A simple chart can be used to collect the data needed
about the student’s readiness. On a routine basis, the
student is taken to the bathroom for a “quick check”
every 15 to 30 minutes and data is recorded on each
occasion.

Assessment



 Over a period of 1 or 2 weeks, patterns of data begin to 
emerge.

 • Is the student dry for significant periods of time?

 • Is there some regularity in his wetting/soiling?

 • Does he/she show any indication that he is aware of 
being wet or soiled?

 • Does he pause while wetting or soiling?

Assessment



A student for whom the answers to all of these questions is “no” is 
probably not ready for a goal in independent toileting , although a 
goal of establishing a positive bathroom routine can still be very 
appropriate. During the charting phase, we should also be assessing 
other aspects of the process.
• Is the student beginning to pick up on the routine involved?
• How is the student’s dressing skills?
• Does he show any particular fears or interests related to the 
bathroom (reaction to toilet
flushing, water, toilet paper roll)?
• What is his attention span?
At the end of the assessment period the data should be evident to 
establish an appropriate goal to
work toward.

Assessment



A task analysis of the steps of toileting can give a picture of all the skills needed. Assessing the
student’s current skills on each step will help in choosing a realistic goal and remind you not to try
to work on several new skills at once. Task analysis can be global or specific. A sample would be:

1. Enter the bathroom
2. Pull clothes down

a. allows adult to pull
b. Pull from calves
c. Pull from knees
d. Pull from thighs

e. Pull from hips
f. Pull from waist

3. Sit on toilet
4. Get toilet tissue
5. Wipe with tissue

6. Throw tissue in toilet
7. Stand up

8. Pull clothes up
9. Flush toilet

Task Analysis



After establishing an appropriate goal for the student, it 
is important to teach using visual system visuals for 
each step toward the goal. It is important to create a 
visual system to let the student know the sequence of 
the steps to completing the goal.

Establish a Visually Supported 
Routine



At the most basic level, a transition object may be used 
to let the student know that the toileting routine is 
beginning. An object that is associated with toileting (a 
toilet paper roll with a little tissue still left on it) may be 
given to the student to serve as the transition object 
that takes the student to the correct location. At a more 
abstract level, a photograph or line drawing of the toilet 
or the printed word on a card may be given to the 
student or placed in the visual schedule to accomplish 
this goal.

Establish a Visually Supported 
Routine



Once the transition to the toilet area has been made, it 
is important to continue to visually support each step of 
the toileting routine. By using an object sequence, a 
picture sequence, or a written list, the student is able to 
see the information, manipulate the system so that he 
recognizes its connection to his behavior, and has a 
clear way to recognize when each step-and the entire 
process is finished.

Establish a Visually Supported 
Routine



Troubleshooting



Once a visually supported transition and sequencing 
system has been established, continue to use a 
problem-solving approach to troubleshooting details. 
Whenever the student has a problem with any step of 
the process, think about (1) what his perspective might 
be and (2) how to simplify and/orclarify through visual 
structure.

Common issues



Resists sitting 
on toilet

Allow to sit without removing clothes (practice 
only)

Allow to sit with toilet covered (cardboard 
under the seat, gradually cutting larger hole)

If strategies are helpful for sitting in other 
places, use in this setting also (timers, picture

cues, etc.)

Take turns sitting or using a doll as a model

Sit together

Add physical support

Help him to understand how long to sit ( sing a 
song, length of one song on tape, set timer to

one minute)

As he/she begins to tolerate sitting, provide with 
entertainment



Afraid of 
flushing

Allow to sit without removing clothes (practice 
only)

Allow to sit with toilet covered (cardboard 
under the seat, gradually cutting larger hole)

If strategies are helpful for sitting in other 
places, use in this setting also (timers, picture

cues, etc.)

Take turns sitting or using a doll as a model

Sit together

Add physical support

Help him to understand how long to sit ( sing a 
song, length of one song on tape, set timer to

one minute)

As he/she begins to tolerate sitting, provide with 
entertainment



Overly interested 
in flushing

Physically cover toilet handle to remove from 
sight

• Give something else to hold and manipulate

• Use visual sequence to show when to flush



Playing in water
• Give a toy with a water feature as a 
distraction, such as a tornado tube, glitter tube, 
etc.

• Use a padded lap desk while seated

• Cover the seat until ready to use

• Put a visual cue of where to stand



Playing with toilet 
paper

• Remove it if it’s a big problem

• Roll out amount ahead of time

• Give visual clue for how much, such as putting 
a clothespin on where to tear, or making a

tape line for where to stop

• Try different materials (wet wipes, etc.)

• Take turns with a doll



Bad aim
• Supply a “target” in the water, such as a 
cheerio, or commercial made flushable targets

• Add food coloring in water to draw attention



Retaining when 
diaper is removed

• Cut out bottom of diapers gradually, while 
allowing student to wear altered diaper to sit on

the toilet

• Use doll to provide visual model

• Increase fluids and fiber in diet
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Who is doing what?
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Preparation



 Pick a target day 

 Determine what is feasible 

 Try to dedicate 2-3 days to jump start the program Limit 
activities outside the home 

 Limit taking your child on car trips 

 Perhaps get help for other children in the home

 Focus on toileting during the daytime first. Night time 
toileting training should only be considered after the 
individual becomes independent with daytime toileting.

Prep



Pull ups VS. Underwear



Potty VS Toilet

 Potty 

 Plus: Less intimidating 

 Minus: requires transition later 

 Keep potty in the bathroom 

 Toilet 

 Plus: they’re everywhere 

 Minus: children might feel less relaxed



Timers



Reinforcers
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Check readiness

Have a clear plan

Is there 
motivation

Contingencies

Give 
yourself 

time

Get support



Questions



Behaviour Support 

Workshops
Week 1 Introduction A brief overview of the workshops

Week 2 Autism Understanding a diagnosis

Week 3 Sleep             Issues around Bedtime Routines

Week 4          Visuals          How to make them and use them

Week 5          Prompting  When to step in and when to step back

Week 6          Rewards      A look at maximising the effect of reinforcers

Week 7           ABC  How to record and interpret your child’s behaviour

Week 8        Communication/Sensory Is it sensory or is it behaviour, communication methods 

Week 9 Toileting  Advice and Guidance on when and how to start


